
DTN ProphetX  
for Energy Traders

Smart energy trades are about timing and insight. 
They never happen without real-time intelligence 
that reinforces buy and sell instincts. In today’s 
challenging marketplace, it’s more critical than ever 
that these decisions pay off.

Better data and  
more powerful analytics

When they need the most comprehensive 
actionable insights on the market to help them 
compete against the biggest and the best, savvy 
traders use DTN ProphetX®. It’s an easy-to-use, 
powerful solution with an industry-leading array 
of proprietary information, innovative productivity 
features, advanced analytics, and performance.



Until now, you’ve had to choose between tools that are 
either too simple to provide truly useful information and 
insight or too cumbersome to keep pace with fast-moving 
markets. DTN ProphetX delivers on all fronts, providing 
exceptional power, reliability, risk management, and value.

•  Proprietary rack price information and weighted degree 
day data offer advanced, unmatched insights and 
analysis compiled and delivered from algorithms, first-
hand interviews, and more.

•  Its information and analysis are supplemented with one-
click access to charts of Greeks, implied volatility, volume, 
and open interest. Content from top-name third-party 
sources, as well as all U.S. commodities and several key 
international exchanges, are all included.

•  Powerful forward curve and seasonal charts can help you 
see how prices are trending so you can plan ahead for 
the long term.

•  Customized price alerts enable faster responses in 
periods of volatility.

•  Connects you to extensive third-party and proprietary 
DTN® data — including DTN and OPIS racks, DTN Fuel 
Buyer®, DTN Fuel Seller™, Platts, Argus, exchange, and 
weather data. 

Efficient viewing, action, and execution
The solution’s feature-rich interface eliminates repetitive 
tasks, makes it easier than ever to view and analyze 
information, and it can help you save time and money. 
Here’s how:
 
•  Because it’s desktop-based, it’s intuitive to navigate  

and use.
•  It also provides anytime, anywhere access to critical 

market information via Android and iOS apps.
•  Connects you to all relevant information for a particular 

commodity or market in one click, and you can navigate 
between industry-specific displays, quote sheets, charts, 
and news indexes.

•  The extensive “drag and drop” capabilities and keyboard 
shortcuts help you create new displays from existing 
information, including spread displays, chart overlays, or a 
news search filter from a list of symbols in a quote display.

•  Execute and process orders with an integrated DOM 
trader and ticket interface.

•  Create spreadsheets with live market data to help you 
make better trading decisions.

•  More quickly respond to changing energy demands by 
accessing price and weather data on a single platform.

“DTN ProphetX 
does what  

it’s supposed  
to do — it  

helps me make 
split-second 

decisions  
every day.”

- Cinergy Corporation
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Make better energy trades with 
better information and tools.

Request demo

See DTN ProphetX for yourself. 

https://www.dtn.com/refined-fuels/trader/prophetx/

